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Abstract
These poems move as a conversation would: they circle, they get distracted, they get 
personal, they change the topic. They try to tell you something, like an accidental autobiography, or 
bits and pieces of distress, or the probing of emotions in a way that is more than just cathartic.
There are various cycles of repetition (echoes) in these poems through obsessive content and 
images, repeated phrases and words, and on an individual scale in several poems. There are many 
references to reflections, and many poems which were built and written with reflective patterns in 
images or stanzaically. These poems are public on a surface level; the sonic, lyric, and imagistic 
qualities of the poems grab a reader’s attention. The places where the poems are private lie in the 
metaphorical musings, where the surface of the poem is driven by language, usually in a rapid 
rhythm. The most honest and revealing sections come when memory collides with writing.
The collection is a verbalization of traumatic experiences full of distractions, intentional 
changes of topic, and interruptions. In many ways, the collection drives toward the last line “I think 
I was supposed to tell you it’s okay.” The implications are several. Firstly, I really don’t know what 
I’m supposed to be telling you. Secondly, it is not okay. Thirdly, if  I should be saying it, is there a 
right way to say it?
This collection is not committed to the idea of a right way to say a thing, and has never even 
heard the word resolution. Or, another way to look at it: Does a conversation ever come to a 
resolution? Or, what do we mean by good bye? Certainly not goodbye forever. Nor do we usually 
mean “See you later” to mean later that same day. In some cases, later spans years. Is a conversation 
ever truly “over” or are we constantly picking up the same one, reexamining, pushing it, repeating 
ourselves, asking the same set of questions to someone we’ve known for years and always getting 
variations of an answer which, as it turns out, has a theme. That theme is the person’s life—their 
inner narrative, maybe the inner monologue, maybe the inner dramatic personae. This lifelong 
conversation is broken over days and locations, gets caught in themes, and is interrupted by other 
people; by your memories and thoughts and sudden connections; by the other person’s memories 
and thoughts and sudden connections. Hence the ‘almost’ of We are A lmost Talking. Or:
The purpose of poetry is to remind us
how difficult it is to remain just one person
for our house is open, there are no keys in the doors;
and invisible guests come in and out at will.
- Czeslaw Milosz’s “Ars Poetica?”
This manuscript resists closure but not disclosure. Or “I write for myself and strangers” as Gertrude 
Stein said.
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Verbalize
I want to say “I am.” I want to swallow down, 
to accept eagerly the muchness of my mouth 
sinking into your teeth to help you digest:
to carry apart: the sun, the smallness 
and fire of your fingernails, or hiding 
shivers and scars of my thighs; the thick
of specks and electrics crisscrossing sky— sheer 
water clouding up all that blue. My hand 
in yours would be like this: purpose;
in other words, like the scraping of tree sap 
off of knees. To do that same thing honestly 
and over again. I would shout you out,
bring to light your rough elbows, 
like a collection of talentless 
cats’ tongues— or, like the hatred 
of venom for the vial, I would press
you for your pith. To say, I  am 
the teeth and mouth, the small 
and sheerness o f  the sky, or extension 
o f  the tree sap sticking ceaselessly,
waiting for the bones of your knees 
to raw themselves out of hiding— 
to do that over and again, to swallow 
up the speaking of you, the breaking
of you bite-sized.
Let’s just see what can happen.
1
Collapse
remember sometimes remembering 
is a stampede of wild beasts, 
and just imagine what is chasing them 
—the sudden sight of him 
flashlit into dilated eyes
a stumble
under stamping hooves and claws, 
mouth open against all the thrusting 
and unable to repeat this—
say you were drowning
in a valleyful of corpses
of these beasts devouring and dying
and say you nurtured each of them in private;
would you try to whiten their red and yellow teeth,
manicure them like a lawn into blondeness, into fitting in,
or let the valley fill, hidden?
—remembering sometimes 
remembers something else, like the open ribcage 
lying in the kitchen, almost your body, 
and his whisper in your ear
I ’l l  have y o u r  heart in my hands
i f  y o u  breathe a word o f  this
mouth open against all the thrusting 
and unable to repeat—
say you were killing yourself
every night in your sleep, 
so some days it felt like a memory
and remember
the stampede of his fingernails, his rough buckle 
and the way he stripped you like prey 
—a stumble under stamping hooves and claws 
mouth open against all this thrusting—
say you were me.
2
It’s Not Appropriate for Others to Read This:
To Frank and his friend, 
who bit bruises into the skin 
of my neck and chest 
while pinning my arms.
You can still see 
bruises lashed around wrists 
to teach the meaning 
of stillness.
Let’s play a game: 
Would you rather 
keep your eyes open and struggle 
while a belt held you in place, 
or be allowed to close your eyes 
but seem to assent with your body?
—there are flashbacks, 
wakeful nights, the damage 
of remembering, like a white 
rope that coils hot through 
my teeth and around 
the back of my neck, 
tightening.
3
Belladonna Blues
When you want a fistful of something 
leave the hair left on my head, 
take instead 
the shudder from throat, 
songs singing sugar in my ears—
I’ve been told
it’s a certain kind of poison; 
belladonna,
who is also a porn star, 
who does for a living 
the kinds of things 
you do to me in nightmares: 
dilated pupils, flushing, delirium, convulsions.
When you want a chestful of something 
leave my body out of it.
Take instead 
the dim, tense stomach feeling, 
the wounding heat of my face, 
anesthetic infections, 
banging, unbidden flashes—
it’s all a certain kind of poison; 
the wet drip leaves 
caught in harsh breathing beating 
against water stained walls, 
open thighs traced by a tongue 
trying to climb—
When you want a mouthful of something 
don’t leave anything behind.
4
Getting at What’s Inside
My fingers are not
calloused at tips used
to trapping metal string,
but rather, by my teeth biting
my fingers where the white
of my nail meets my skin and the color
of my skin. I have been tearing
off parts of my body
and consuming them.
And throwing them away.
My fingers dig and trace, 
they investigate the hollow 
of my echoless body.
5
The Wick Effect
“The partia l destruction o f  a human body by fire, 
when the clothing o f  the victim soaks up melted human 
f a t  and acts like the wick o f  a candle.”
I know a girl whose bones would bare 
before the fat on her body melted 
into the bedsheet beneath.
Fire would alight and consume 
at a regular pace (a stroll 
beneath the green eyelids of trees 
breeze-blowing), stoked by dry skin, 
the hair falling out of her scalp 
lit like light-lured moths.
In this condition, she’ll burn 
like damp tinder soaked 
in gasoline and just as hungry 
as the fire. In turn, the house 
would burn, and the stand 
of trees behind the house, 
blackened like cracking wicks, 
her overspilling lipids 
limpidly alighting.
6
Fever:
the luminous scuttle 
some wino had poured 
into the ends o f her scalp 
until it began cleaving deep 
trenches into every follicle, 
like the carve of a canoe 
floating over an absinthe 
bloom, clouding her patterns 
o f blessing
in other words: 
as if  gods were evaporated 
petals ambrosial as a feather 
crown scalped off a blue jay’s body, 
skin and pinion ripping shallow 
wells which begin to fill, until 
overflowing into the mouths 
and teeth of the holy young; 
fever-burnt blood shines 
in the gums of sinners.
7

flowers that don’t grow in this country I
I dig my hands
beneath
seed
-fall
and sit for
nothing
in the fruit but the
wetdark
are earth black.
inner
seeds
I c a l l
into s e e d s 
e
e
seven years 
until harvest.
9
Why Didn’t You Say Something Sooner?
Here is my clenched fist, 
the grinding nails and teeth 
in sync, so that I cannot tell 
if  my gums or the lines 
of my palms are bleeding.
He says y o u  asked f o r  it.
We are separated by a wall 
stained with seven years 
of nicotine tarring, a frayed 
photo, unframed—his voice 
echoes in the pipes.
How couldyou do this?
He is in the paint-chipped bathroom 
as our parents, his father, my mother, 
oscillate between us, between 
an eighteen and twelve year old, 
between the social worker’s call, 
the police in the hall, and tomorrow, 
when the 90-day trial separation begins.
He says y o u  ask ed for it.
We saw each other unseen, 
in the street between parked cars, 
another small secret in the seam 
of how much I am capable of admitting.
10
Canoe; Not the Carcass of Something Living
instead capillaries constellate my eyelids 
salt crusts snarl like collapsing waves 
applaud against rough-spackled walls 
still secret mouthed and smoky 
since the brittling of my ribcage 
which sits bashful in my chest
how scraped and scraped until 
nothing thicker than resin remains 
and tears
so meager mouths gasp 
in the ashtinder and become known 
and terrifying unless in flame
this fertile burn grew a sea of teeth 
parasitic in their gnawing 
ferocious to be out
11
7 Minutes of O2
Mother was a werewolf, Mother a den-keeper, 
under a gravel of memory and sundown.
Tell the teeth in my neck to call
for absence, the name of my Father;
his mane and claws not enough
to quell the mercury in Mother’s blood,
the gelatinous state of her knees
and fingers. Mother wasn’t aware, a w o lf s den
in her head under a rabble of ground out
empty esophagi . . . quivers clenched
in oral bones. Father, spin your head
on twisted skin, give me the throat I know,
and howl mad the epidermis marked
by the biggest fire of the firmament
and 2nd degree burns—not enough,
yet, to blister his lips, pained
like the blank of strangled out
brain damage. Mother was where
I rested jugular canines and I find
a sudden lark laughing from
her feather-wet mouth. Oh Mother,
if  only your voice could always be so gentle.
12
Handed Down
owl panicking at the end of the moon’s white rope 
I wonder how you don’t know
wilderness
like you
and you who laugh like you
so ask me again if  I’m a virgin father
answered already ask again 
why mother tells me I write my J ’s 
with just your crooked smile
13

flowers that don’t grow in this country II
young, she sits like the girls 
from my homeland, 
on a throne made of wood 
and thread yellow lifting 
her above the white rope 
that keeps her from 
recalling—
she toes the line 
a green bruise ink-blotting 
from her cheekbone.
I wonder which father 
she asks for forgiveness;
if  she took the blame;
if  she thought she had trespassed.
15
Harvesting October
The down-turned faces of a thousand sun 
flowers nodded past the dirt road separating 
two houses; ours.
Do you remember the straw­
berries we ate, growing wild among 
the dried sun-stalks? We had to wipe 
the dust off, shook speckled seeds in 
to spirals that dappled your hair with 
a voice:
Even against a thousand year^s 
I  w ill be looking back. Dry petals fall, a flurry 
of them, the sunflowers nodding 
as you slept on the sundried path, cheeks 
colored strawberry and bitten seed. Necessary 
war paint. Our parents spoke with scythes 
in their mouths, harvesting October. We 
were both liars,
you weren’t really sleeping 
and I wasn’t really dead in the sunroom, 
only holding my breath beneath the incurving 
pesticide. Thick stalks slipped against the husks 
and bodies of their scorched sisters, the dirt road 
widening the distance between houses, 
between mother and father. They say we 
were trying to kill each other, dipping strawberries 
into slow pools of honey, the last gold left 
on a sunflower farm. We weren’t
surprised
when their pesticides killed the earth too, 
only wondered why it took so long, and I wonder 
if  you remember my voice, remember my face 
among the wide eyes of sunflowers, unblinking 
yellow lashes, looking back, whispering Even 
beneath a hundredyellowfaces, I ’l l  be listening.
Did you hear that?
16
It’s the slow, long 
rhythm of scythes swinging sweetly, 
the sunflowers falling like dead girls 
dressed in white. We dipped our fingers 
in the honey and painted their lips 
ambrosial. I’ll tell you
what I do
remember: your hands laying me 
down in a sunpatch, spreading my hair 
with honey, whispering don’t  breathe.
When our mother found me 
she screamed.
17
Dissolution
—a seamstress striking stitches,
peeling off layers of fabric— 
You understand? It would 
ruin you to look, 
to find the layer stains 
of heat-steamed-dew mornings, 
tired spines loosened by gin: 
the leaking streams 
of yellows, violets, 
clashing blues—
then all at once: 
mothers square teeth, fathers 
dirty fingernails and coarse 
arm hair, brother tying white rope 
to my wrists. I mount them 
next to the sunlight filtering 
through old lake water
— sitting on the seafoam couch, 
seafoam walls shuddering.
Our mouths gape 
ungape uselessly—
I tear brother out, letter 
by consonant and vowel.
Anything left in an acid 
too long will dissolve.
18
Kerosene Infant
Her face is a kerosene wick 
dipped and lit ablaze, she is 
the daughter I imagine 
who turns to me and whispers: 
i t ’s top secret but I ’m so excited, 
they fou n d  an infant buried 
in grave goods beneath a  child 
buried in grave goods beneath 
an infant burned and urned.
Hands immersed in earth
I bring up each small bone.
19
Remover
I’ve taken these eyes straight 
from your own skull, and socketed 
them into this new fixture: the moss 
grown walls against the back 
of a dingy garden
—the dried, snapped
leaves of the summer last daisies—
and on your lips, peeled lovingly 
from your mouth, I placed the drooping 
wings of a viceroy butterfly
—you did not have the dignity 
of a monarch, or even clarity 
fit for a common opal.
The hardest to remove were the cheek bones:
I wanted to keep the structure, had to preserve 
the ossein, replace the proper proteins; 
the marrow I squeezed for its bruising 
color.
You had such beautiful skin 
but it looked all wrong on the moss, 
and these butterflies are carnivorous: 
you’ll be gone in days.
20
Made up
I apply red to you reflection.
I make you up by lash and line.
I make you face and contrast.
I make you smile mask.
I make the sounds you make.
I make up the stories in your mouth.
I make up your lines of scars.
I make up moles not made of make up. 
I make up your make up.
I make up your mind for you.
I may cup your chin for a better look.
I may cup your cheek to kiss you.
I may cup my cheek.
You make up me.
Make me up for you.
21

flowers that don’t grow in this country III
white lions pieced together from woodblocks prowl the fence outside the house opposite us. the house 
we’ve been building erupts greens and I empty into fruit skins. a young girl scratches at the fuzz of a 
peach. her dark hair flips in waves away from her face and she passes the peach into that sea. she lifts 
the pit skyward and places it in the eye of a storm.
by the time the rain clears the earth is covered in an orchard of peach trees. We push dust through the 
aisles and carve homes into the trunks. We live in the spirit of the tree. I search for fruit and find dusk 
dark seeds.
I above the earth 
above swaying peach limbs 
spreading the soft petals 
of springtime
and quick creeks 
that vein the arms 
of forests.
without our forming the dust 
merged with seeds 
and as years passed creaking necks 
of young peach trees
cracked out of the earth 
and thought themselves 
beautiful and into existence.
lions roam amber from rotting peaches gathered in boughs and burrows. the creek’s rotting sweet 
sugars into the mouths of predators. We find files to match our teeth to theirs as the peach trees’ 
barks are broken with biting.
23
Motherhood
I
are we talking? today 
I woke up on the floor— 
a two-year old’s bedroom, ceiling stained 
blue and he’s awake at six this morning 
the smell of baby shit and milk 
wrapped around him like an anthem 
“I’m awake I’m awake I’m awake”
which is similar
to a dream the repetition
which is similar to
II
unfamiliarity: my mother died
my actual mother is alive—root 
of the word crazy living like a rotted
hole in her heart craisen “to
shatter” which is all she's really good at 
my sister just calls her a fuck-up which 
is similar to life the repetition 
because maybe my sister is a fuck-up
III
have you been listening? in my 
heart lives the root of a passio tree— 
heavy hanging branches sag 
wearily as my mother’s mouth 
and all the flowers bristle with dark 
hair I am disgusted by it
familiarity: my not-mother died 
five times in my dream the scent 
of baby shit and milk wrapped around her 
while she repeated “I’m alive I’m alive 
I’m alive” today I woke up
24
in the tree house 
my son has been sleeping in 
branches hung by the throat 
and gasping for air 
in the wells of my lungs 
which is similar to a dream 
I had
IV
the backyard tree 
tall against my mother’s back 
She is singing “I’m alive I’m 
alive I’m” just not loud 
enough for the grave digger 
to hear have you 
been listening?
my actual 
mother had a song bird 
in her chest that made me shiver 
when we buried it 
I thought I still heard—
V
did you hear that? today 
I woke to songbirds my 
mother tied to my hair 
singing “I’m alive I’m 
alive I’m alive”
25
Cooking Dinner
My mother waltzes a wooden spoon through the soup—potatoes and leeks warm together. The way 
they lie closes more distance than my mother and I, standing at parallel corners of the kitchen sink. 
Water runs hot against our conversation, rinsing off the excess words—the dirt we have between 
one another— “Grab the knife.” I slice greens while she stirs, the only constant I can recall: smooth 
motion and the sound of wood skimming metal.
Late night simmers in the pot with the thigh bones of deer boiled for venison broth; boiled out for 
the last of its marrow. The spoon drifts as the broth spins without my mother. I do not mind.
26
Fishing (a lie is being told)
Thin thread rests on the surface of river—
I’m told I must listen 
to the edges of fingertips, 
to thumping thumbs against 
fishing line. I wait for the water to talk:
I bring up small sunfish, 
wish they’d glint more golden; 
distract myself on the wings of passing 
dragonflies; hear your lazy voice sink 
with the low-slung sun.
Your brow grows long with the horizon, 
as the bruise line of the far off trees 
melts with the sky.
We won’t go in until
you’ve caught the biggest fish.
In the morning, at school, 
my eyes are a horizon
bruised. I say, “They’re signs that w e’ve been bonding.”
27
Gardener
In the six o’clock mistmorning haze 
I water racks of riotous summer 
flowers organized by light 
with a woman who looks 
like my mother if  my 
mother aged gracefully;
if  she had those blue eyes she always
joked about scooping out of my
head with a spoon, instead of the stained,
sick iris blooming there. This almost mother
has a daughter strapped into a wheelchair,
dark, heavy brow more beautiful
because of her pale skin,
because of her rolling glances taking in
bright tufts of red cattails
—both born full of fire
and in need of tending—
a line of clear spit on her chin
which I imagine to be cool
in the humid summer.
Which of us is more fortunate
beneath the shared face of our mothers:
she, with a slow rhythm rocking
through her knuckles and elbows,
her inward feet being pushed
steadily; or I, steady on a winding
way deeply leading me alone into lily
leaves, nests of flowering thrush,
the rush of my own secret body
(a knowledge I’ll never know if  she can have)?
Which is more fortunate:
I, who can forsake unloving; 
or her, whose mother cannot?
I have no right to question this.
28
We are Full
of our own small grandmothers—those faceless 
girls hustling beyond the windows of dusty 
hotels that used to sell rooms by the hour so couples 
could make love roughly, like old moons— 
moons that desire fast, bold girls who make dark 
slums sing like hot coal, who shake the dust off 
swinging lamps flashing into corners best loved dark.
Grandmothers who were girls fighting fast fingers
for the fun of it, girls flushed with flight feathers
twisted by wind and chased by sun dogs in temperate solar
seasons. What were the reasons for these girls to get themselves
so tied up in lamp cords and filtering light
that despite the fun of it they became afraid
of meaningless, moving shadows? We sing scratchy
lullabies to put them to rest without killing 
anyone; sing scratching onto their skin so sleeping 
doesn’t make them lose sensation, so we don’t forget 
that we were all young, they were fiercely not 
themselves, that slums sang like burning when they fled 
alleys to find the whole sky again, only to find the same 
two eyes always looking back at them. Did they realize
nothing was going to change because of those 
hidden hotels, faceless windows and dirt watching 
their faces, watching our faces now and knowing more 
about reflections than anything else? We are full 
moons, full of small grandmothers shifting in sleep 
like the shadows of lips asking the same question:
Did they know? Did they know?
29

flowers that don’t grow in this country IV
I used to call up 
to the white sky 
and ask my father 
when he’d be home. 
when it rained I 
waited for puddles 
to form answers, 
for clouds to form 
patterns as ash or bone 
— I wait to be reborn 
as a reader of signs.
31
Altostratus Matryoska
(cloud splash spilled like loose lashes 
cracks the sky though frozen—
the swiftness with which you stilled 
swept deftly into me shaking 
like aching shoulders
fog hung loosely 
lost to wind or whipped stiff 
as cream come to be wrung 
by your hands
(cloud spilled loose 
cracks sky though 
swift you still shake
me like shoulders 
loosely lost or stiff 
come to your hands 
to be wrung
(splash like 
lashes frozen 
like aching 
loosely whipped 
cream
(spill loose 
sky swift 
into me
hung ache 
come cream 
be wrung 
by hands
(
u
c
l o
d
ls
p a
s
32
h
For Someone Else
I
I want to regrow 
and lace us together
under a nightfall 
o f arms holding candles
close to the chest.
The body o f the sky
sickens and spots above 
us. No doctors
can understand such a big thing.
I blow and relight
flickers at random 
and do not fix anything.
II
The mother-full sun 
burns concentric
circles into the sky.
In my palm are wasted
matches, a safflower seed, 
and the last wick I could
find. I’m giving them to you, 
because after three snow-weeks,
months in the curve of an 
old woman’s sunpalm,
I was thinking about all of this— 
I tell you that I will return.
33
An Old British Lady as a Cupboard
It’s a fallacy to assume a cupboard
of such size and shape should have dignity
simply due to its aggressive
mahogany, and lilaceous chest-
full of drawers, embellished with tart
knobs, and the thick-dividing ply.
To say it was a sight would be 
to assume nothing of the overlapping 
chip of woodpulp or the smooth, 
irregular bump of amputated limb, 
and disregard altogether the taste 
of a vigorous burning chainsaw.
Once the chainsaw had divided limb 
from trunk, a pair of hands and the coarse 
slicking of a glorious friction rubbed 
rare and rapacious until, rawboned, 
the feeling became an eclipse of losing 
limbs, and the dreadful body.
34
Crooked Mary
I once gave the virgin,
Mary, a broken nose.
I know what you’re thinking, 
Mary from  down the street?
She’s g o t  a nose crookeder 
than God’s own judgm ent day. 
Gabriel, divine sword 
of truth, told me God 
likes girls with a crooked 
nose, and I figure God 
didn’t stop me, didn’t 
straighten her nose out 
after I hit her in the face 
with a ball-peen hammer, 
so Gabe must’ve been right.
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Mrs. Ph(i)Nk0
Our bodies were suspended
like opaque strands of milk trailed around the edge
of the universe
pulled in opposite
gravitational directions
—because she knew she needed fields of wheat, and sun, and atmosphere, 
because as she kneaded her soft arms would be flour white and softer, 
because I kneeled just to see her looking down at me and needed—
I swear her back has never looked more like the curve
of a rain
drop as in those first mad moments.
And no one since the expansion of the universe
has made love in the same way;
bodies separate 
but enveloped 
in a single point.
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I often sit in the pineboughs to remember the ravenous birds—the 
shrikes of your smile. Beautiful in each broken back on a thorn. How is it I 
never felt you devouring me, beginning at the tops of my thighs, radiating hotly 
out, spine laced tight with thornvine . . . hot and out—
You were a divine bastard.
Darling,
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Abraham:
and as he cast the final stone from the mountain side 
I could feel,
already 
the knife in my palm,
and see the flash of sunlight 
as it fell toward his throat.
I wished then
my son could bring 
juniper flowers to his mother 
and live to see them 
on our table.
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flowers that don’t grow in this country V
i want to love you and the boy down the hill and my far sisters and the girl i hug every time 
i see her i want to love the kid behind the counter and the people who tell me things they don’t tell 
anyone and the boy who popped my car cigar cherry i want to love girls who sing soft and pretty i 
want to love an entire city full o f tragedy i want to love almost everyone i’ve ever met almost
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Omens
Weak like a rotted grape 
on the vine which plummets 
through a climbing cry 
in the axis o f a pitch-pine; 
over-ripe flesh clinging 
to the spine wipes clean 
my eyes and I envision 
twine tying his thighs 
to mine. Thresh cranberry 
from bush, thrush from tree 
and push me from the gallery 
o f his being in love, 
like a lush with rough cheeks 
who speaks to the most slender 
neck he knows, only to show 
the streets somewhere deep 
in his belly that there’s 
an open wound in his side 
mimicking a sky o f locusts, 
a soft rush of omens.
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Forest of Days
I want to live 
as the crow hunches
(without seeing myself).
To touch the long needles 
of the evening snow.
Old women,
born among mirrors,
let me ask you this question:
the house is cold 
where my mother knits; 
the yarn is sweet and mild;
mother is musing at my mouth, 
eyes open wide;
the days walk in circles 
like druids in the forest; my mother 
knits away at their long robes, staring;
isn’t it a lovely time to be alive?
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Exchange
During the span it takes a honey bee
to beat its wings 200 times,
your skin looked like water, blue peaking
into a lightning strike rippling from the cloud
bursts coloring your cheeks. For every 40 lightning strikes
something about you is changing—is it
the set of your teeth, first feral, then soft,
as if  molding around my tongue, or the shallows
of your body tiding in time with my
tapping fingers? What has rippling done
to the surface of you? In the time it takes the earth
to swing 18 % miles farther in its ellipse
your hips upswing against the rough
of my palm. You were metamorphosing
and I thought to pluck the scales
from every part of your wings
so I could see through you.
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into Woods
I
bones dried and hollow 
soaked in pale pond
II
eddies in pond 
water repeat each other 
like younger siblings 
all growing younger
III
trees restless and older 
older and aging against 
gyre movement
IV
loose earth into mud 
small pond into mud
become one
V
small bones mark
the ankles of bathing
women their feet in the pale
VI
the chest-hollow church 
mistook me for a tree 
and I thought of them 
fondly
I thought of them as 
old men clinging 
to something
VII
these things
are knowing.
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Mostly Monster
when sleeping they told me my bones crack neck bending three cricks left eyes 
affixed like an owl’s whose eyes don’t turn in their sockets two cricks right and back 
to sleep perhaps I was dreaming of scaring some field mouse half-to-death hating the 
almost which mostly means I’ve failed at something or another somehow missed out 
on sharpening claws on the grab the swoop the digging in so that it seems like 
practice when I: tense fingers into the air and crack them at every joint or pull out 
the spine of a mouse one vertebra at a time twisting it satisfied by the ooze of ire 
and marrow satisfied by the suck of bones dry like kindling tinder other soft things 
that burn and hear the crackle-whisper in the hollow spaces of my ear beautiful just 
as I fall asleep only to break my beak—which makes the same sound as a knuckle 
cracking under pressure— on some small thing’s heart
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Tracks
This has been said before, kids crouching by railways crisscrossing 
the country waiting for the heat of screeching metal making red 
the tracks trains pass over— feeling both relief and desperation: thighs 
as thin as bone flexing above calves, ferns curving in the wet shadows 
of willow trees, the open howling throats of a hundred crazed girls.
Feral curls catching at the ragged edges of boned wrists, circlets 
and daisy chains lifted to their brows and crowns, chain smoking 
out of mouths and the reddened doorways of their houses. Fathers 
with dark chins, bloodied eyes, the yellow stains of alcohol seeping 
down their backs, mothers creeping past the open doors, slowly 
crossing creaking floors, telephone wires spiraling from clutched fists 
and lips full of whispers. These girls shriek at passing trains to remember 
the way tattered mothers grip elbows against the cold, fingers careful 
not to overlay gripped bruises a darker purple than passing shadow.
They lift arms high: bones and flare and the collected single voice.
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flowers that don’t grow in this country VI
if  I am a garden 
and the earth grows
always, then tell me 
why We aren’t the same.
I watched blood 
trace itself a new pattern 
on the wall of a just-born 
house. once outside the body 
blood tries 
to run a new 
course. it forgets 
it is only movement 
come from set paths.
We are the same?
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Systemic Lupus Erythematosus For MNL (HB)
To say she has a body
means there are identifiable parts.
But her cells and tissue
turn against her,
the immune system rebels, rubs
the cartilage raw. Each joint
slowly wears itself until the bone
blends, the cartilage pulps.
Her shoulders drop out of socket 
and her laughter
sparks in splotches— 
a red butterfly fluoresces 
across cheekbones, shimmers 
the scales off its wings, 
its reds dropping around her 
like the shadow of a dress 
stripped down to the floor.
A sudden cross-fire of a thousand 
neurons passing lighted messages down 
the low burning curve of her spine 
scalds her thinned soul, the ash 
stacking like a shadow 
under the pressure
of those natural 
killers which divide a body 
without separating out 
its pieces. I was going to tell her 
that I had something more 
to wish for, again, like the children 
we were—we clasped hands above 
the broken springs injured out 
of our mattress, leaving scratches 
thin on bare thighs—back when 
those marks left on us by living 
were identical.
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Copper FOR KJL
Shade, distance:
the air is a hot cat aggressively seeking attention
and the thin thread of police sirens, neighbors, children without ice cream trucks, the 
birds talking shit to the other birds outside in the green highlight of every branch—
Is it the heat doing this? Silver birds are shimmering out of my wrists; leaving glitter 
in my hair. I’m worried because I was told once that glitter is the smallest of glass shards, which is 
why they cling in the skin. But these birds won’t stop and so I imagine walking into the street disco 
fabulous—
I invite her, sister, hiccupping stale smoke on the stoop, stretching into shape. We go in
drench windows emerald against walls of sacrament beige
find earring back, rusty nails, the rotted sun skeleton of a paper towel, and a small 
broom with neon pink bristles: artifacts of my previous-tenant apartment scattered in between the 
window sills and the stretching maws of all raw liminal space—
I’m nothing but sidewalk shimmer and slivers of doves flickering in the static breeze 
of my hair, glitter falling like frost rind until we are taken over by tundra. To survive, we eat the 
birds as wild beasts, teeth and elbow grease, and I begin to weep, eggs rolling down my cheeks.
We eat
and gather fallen feathers from the carpet.
What was she wearing today?
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Elegy with the sound of a shuffling deck in it
Four suits address her fingers, 
march across the bridge, decorate 
the table like a different kind
of cloth, which calls upon two colors 
to illustrate the finer points of an argument
neither of them (the deck 
or its shuffler) recall beginning.
Each card is a record, a thin reed 
with bent edges being pushed by a current 
of rules: sit up straight; always wear socks 
on the carpet; when you see your great
grandmothers teeth, show her yours; 
when the dirt presses up from where 
they buried her, push it down and plant
another pack of cards; don’t let a swaying 
deck stop you from jumping into the lake.
There are two cards that hold rough 
summer sun (the four of diamonds, 
the jack of spades) like it was spun
into the ink that stains them. Learning 
a deck like this could be cheating (my 
great grandmother calls it table talk) when 
you reach over to your partner
and let a scarlet slip. So we try not 
to know the certain warmth 
of these two cards, the dog ear bend 
barking loudly from another, or the water
stain shaking up the edges of the Queen 
of Hearts. You see, the lake was a little angry,
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a little quaking when the boat swept out 
on the rumpled edge of reflected sky, so 
great grandmother shook her hands loose and looked
to tell a story to the branches casting copies 
in our wake: Once the sun flew low,
skimmed the earth’s hipbones like 
the cool fingers of a distracted lover, 
and all the water burned straight up,
trapped atmospherically—when 
the sun saw this
it drew back along the spines 
of the planet—
it rained for seven days,
bruising petals, filling caverns and dens, drowning 
every animal too small to escape the rising water; 
thunder shook so hard lightning 
kept falling out of the sky. My great
grandmother says she is like this also.
I have no idea what she means 
so I shuffle the deck, out on the lake
where the water is also shuffling. The wind catches 
Queen of Hearts when we trade hands (a simple flick 
of the wrists) and she skipped and kissed 
across the lake to shore. I can tell
a lifetime out of a few color-coded numbers— 
here is the tree ripped out by a tornado, the 
fence my grandfather built, strawberries
sitting in a bowl of sugar, the laughter 
in our cats mouth, and just there, long
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shadows over each old photograph 
o f faces belonging to the dead.
I f  I could ask them, each would 
skim this deck of cards and speak
with a different shuffle—there are lifetimes 
hidden behind the swords of these kings 
and their averted eyes.
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Flashback (6:59 pm):
I am nine and kneeling 
in the glow of soft porno 
(4am Cinemax) 
giving my six-year-senior step-brother 
a blowjob, of sorts.
At nine I did what I was told, 
tried to imitate the lady 
on the screen,
in mute
just like her,
(my little sister sleeping 
on a cot in front of the TV, 
our shadows bluing her 
blanket— i t ’s fine,
she’s a heavy sleeper)
except I am hunched 
as if in supplication
(I had just learned the word), 
eyes clenched,
(throat-closed) 
tight fist digging bruises into my own thigh.
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6 brushstrokes later:
There are times when the stroke 
of her hairbrush through the length 
of her hair, soft and dry-cooldamp, 
gets interrupted, gets grabbed—
stroke stroke stroke
she silently
stroke stroke
stroke
strike
like a kayaker in a calm lake
ripple-soft paddles silent until strike
like a baseball batter
with an average of nothin’ til strike
like a box of broken match heads
and the desperate hope of that last strike
like the boiling-electric thunderheads
roiling in compression fueled friction strike
like the same struck girl skipping
rope quickly strikestrikestrike
—like the same stuck girls being struck girls again.
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A Comic and Monumental Dignity
like Echo tragically talking back to you, 
sound waves funneling through stone 
as the tongue of a butterfly 
exploring morning glory’s; Echo 
stuttering through her proboscis— 
the scales run up and down, shaken 
off the wings and leaving rings 
of sound waves deep in her ocean throat, 
rounding cyclic like a moat in a desert. 
Echo speaks only when spoken to 
even when her walls are broken through 
like sound exploring scales.
Stuttering like a moat 
Echo speaks only.
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flowers that don’t grow in this country I2
flowers.
old voices
return now
in a new throat
and I am pouring out
more self-full and unsure than ever.
and the call echoes
from the stems and open throated
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You are Silent
Only in the furthest window 
could I see my apparition,
reflected light fallen off 
my body. Little of it remains—
a thin broth boiled out of bone.
(6)
III
You lay like water silvered over stones.
In your reflected body I do not look
at the world behind me.
I am seeing forward.
(7)
V
I imagine the colors of the world
will be wetter and angry, even reds traced in red—
reds blossoming in the wells of your eyes.
(8)
VII
I opened
my only body to take you in.
(9)
IX
There was no reply.
(10)
I
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A Prevalence of Love-in-Idleness
small boy I thought I heard laughing downstairs 
your blonde head ashed with ghost 
given unholy by the father
waitress who bowed your head and wished 
merry Christmas to every customer a smile 
over white teeth graced by constellations of freckles 
over the oceans of your cheeks face a landscape 
traced by movement over the earth and water 
how much tongue would y o u  give to stop the taunting
man who walked with a firmly slanting 
spine khakis tucked into boots forearms bare 
in the negative cold as you unhurried your way 
to the library the orange of your turtleneck 
clashing with the gentle pink of an icefog sky 
the same color as your scars
young girl dressed tightly in black face wrapped 
how areyou not naked in such tight clothes 
I imagine you completely out of your just visible 
olive skin and honey-dark eyes create luscious curls 
all softened angles and moans clutched in strangers’ fists
child who excused yourself and sister 
as you crossed my path never looking back 
apologetic or aside who dares the word garrote 
with a lifted chin
we share the same venom sharpened spit 
that slips loose a singeing path to trace 
something sinister soft in our celibate 
sibilance our strategic strident spurts 
each of us scraped singing salutation 
supple as song birds who recognize 
the similarities of their silhouettes and screams
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Introduction to Group Therapy
Have you ever concentrated on the sizzle of a light bulb 
wire dimming, tried to stretch sound into a stillness, 
before the feeling of fingers on your hips comes?
I’m not sure I can explain the way the lack of a current 
electricity seems to stop everything. But the fizzling filament 
is momentary, unlike the insistent push of your pulse thrumming 
ignorantly onward—
your pulse, the way the click of a standing lamp still makes 
you flinch, the ability to feel your skin, the crippling indecision—
reliving pushes against the refusal of sleep, against nightmare.
I can tell you one thing certainly: you will still linger 
in aisle ways over what kind of jam you want, over dinner
menus wondering which meal will taste final enough, might 
finally fill you. You will still freeze at being touched unexpectedly, 
question every decision and whether or not it was what you wanted, 
because you were told you wanted it.
They say this is to be expected, but what can they actually tell you 
about that fizzle which anticipates the not-quite-dark of a child’s 
bedroom, the whisper and insistence and this is the instance
my body becomes a chaos, a lost cause collective 
of pulse pounding in my eyelids, in my throat, 
beneath the pressure of him pressing apart my legs.
I think I was supposed to tell you it’s okay.
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